Abstract. The tent map is an elementary example of an interval map possessing many interesting properties, such as dense periodicity, exactness, Lipschitzness and a kind of length-expansiveness. It is often used in constructions of dynamical systems on the interval/trees/graphs. The purpose of the present paper is to construct, on totally regular continua (i.e. on topologically rectifiable curves), maps sharing some typical properties with the tent map. These maps will be called length-expanding Lipschitz maps, briefly LEL maps. We show that every totally regular continuum endowed with a suitable metric admits a LEL map. As an application we obtain that every totally regular continuum admits an exactly Devaney chaotic map with finite entropy and the specification property.
Introduction
The tent map is the piecewise linear map f on the interval I = [0, 1] given by x → 2 min{x, 1 − x}. The properties of this map, conjugate to the full logistic map x → 4x(1 − x), include Lipschitzness, length-expansiveness (in a sense that it doubles the length of every subinterval J of I not containing 1/2), exactness, specification, finite positive topological entropy and dense periodicity, just to name a few. This map, together with "generalized" tent maps, i.e. piecewise linear continuous maps f k : I → I (k ≥ 3) fixing 0 and mapping linearly every interval [(i − 1)/k, i/k] onto I, are frequently used in dynamics. Usefulness of these maps lies in the fact that on one hand they are very simple (and so we have easy explicit formulae for iterates, periodic points, horseshoes, etc.) and on the other hand they are very "powerful". They are often used in constructions of systems on the interval/trees/graphs with special properties. For example, it is known that to construct a transitive map on the unit interval with the smallest possible topological entropy, one can define g : I → I in such a way that 1/2 is a fixed point, g maps linearly I 0 = [0, 1/2] onto I 1 = [1/2, 1] and g| I1 : I 1 → I 0 is "tent-like". Analogously one can define a transitive map with the smallest possible entropy (1/n) log 2 on any n-star S n (n ≥ 3), see [2] ; the map fixes the branch point of S n , maps cyclically each branch to the next one, all but one linearly and the remaining one in a "tent-like" way.
Unfortunately, when one wants to construct a map with given properties on curves more general than graphs, he/she faces the problem that no direct analogue of the tent map on such curves is known. Take e.g. the ω-star X, which is a very simple dendrite defined as an infinite wedge of arcs. A construction of a transitive finite entropy map on X is much more complicated then on n-stars and, as far as we know, no such construction has been available in literature. The only result in this direction known to us is the theorem of Agronsky and Ceder [1] stating that any finite-dimensional Peano continuum (hence also the ω-star) admits a transitive map; however, the proof does not say anything about the entropy of the map.
The purpose of the present paper is to construct, on continua more general than graphs, a family of maps sharing some typical properties with the tent map. Since the key property of these maps will deal with the length (Hausdorff one-dimensional measure) of subcontinua and their images, the natural class of spaces to consider is the class of rectifiable curves, i.e. continua of finite length. Topologically they coincide with the class of totally regular continua. Recall that a continuum X is totally regular if for every point x ∈ X and every countable set P ⊆ X there is a basis of neighborhoods of x with finite boundary not intersecting P . This notion was introduced in [20] , but the class of these continua was studied a long time before, see e.g. [21, 8, 10, 9] . For more details on totally regular continua see Section 3.4.
Before stating the main results of the paper we need to introduce the notion of a length-expanding Lipschitz map. Let X be a non-degenerate totally regular continuum. We say that a family C of non-degenerate subcontinua of X is dense if every nonempty open set in X contains a member of C. Recall that a map f :
for every x, y ∈ X. For a metric space (X, d), the Hausdorff one-dimensional measure is denoted by
′ ) be non-degenerate (totally regular) continua of finite length and let C, C ′ be dense systems of subcontinua of X, X ′ , respectively. We say that a continuous map f : X → X ′ is length-expanding with respect to C, C ′ if there exists ̺ > 1 (called length-expansivity constant of f ) such that, for every C ∈ C, f (C) ∈ C ′ and
. Moreover, if f is surjective and Lipschitz-L we say that f : (X, d, C) → (X ′ , d ′ , C ′ ) is (̺, L)-length-expanding Lipschitz. Sometimes we briefly say that f is (̺, L)-LEL or only LEL. On the other hand, when we wish to be more precise, we say that f is (C, C ′ , ̺, L)-LEL.
A few comments are necessary. Assume that f :
is (̺, L)-LEL and denote by C X and C X ′ the systems of all subcontinua of X and X ′ , respectively. Obviously, then also f :
In fact, for some spaces (X, d), (X ′ , d ′ ) there is no LEL map f : (X, d, C X ) → (X ′ , d ′ , C X ′ ). For instance this is the case when X is the ω-star and X ′ = I. To show this, suppose that there is a (̺, L)-LEL map f : (X, d, C X ) → (X ′ , d ′ , C X ′ ). Take k ∈ N such that ̺ > L/k and find a k-star C in X such that every edge of C is mapped onto the same proper subinterval of X ′ . Then
Our first result says that in the special case when X = X ′ and C = C ′ , LEL maps have interesting dynamical properties. (For the definitions of the corresponding notions, see Section 3.) Proposition B. Let f : (X, d, C) → (X, d, C) be a LEL map. Then f is exact and has finite positive entropy. Moreover, if f is the composition ϕ • ψ of some maps ψ : X → I and ϕ : I → X, then f has the specification property and so it is exactly Devaney chaotic.
The above mentioned tent-like maps f k : I → I (where k ≥ 3 and I is endowed with the Euclidean metric d I ) are (C I , C I , k/2, k)-LEL, where C I is the system of all non-degenerate closed subintervals of I. Here k ≥ 3 because the classical tent map f 2 is not (C I , C I , ̺, L)-LEL for any ̺ > 1 and any L. However, it becomes (C I , C I , ̺, L)-LEL (for some ̺ > 1 and L) after a slight change of the metric. One can easily construct examples of LEL maps between arbitrary graphs, even in the form of the composition ϕ • ψ as in Proposition B; one can use e.g. the maps from [3, Lemma 3.6] . Further, for a given continuum (X, d) of finite length, one can often find C, C ′ and construct LEL-maps ϕ :
However, it is not so easy to obtain C ′ ⊇ C; this inclusion is desirable since then also the composition ψ • ϕ is LEL (see Lemma 9) .
Our main results, the proofs of which were inspired by [1] and [6] , assert that such LEL maps can always be found provided we allow to change the metric on X (the new metric still being compatible with the topology). Recall that a metric d on X is convex if for every x, y ∈ X there is z ∈ X such that d(
For two points a, b ∈ X of a continuum X, Cut X (a, b) denotes the set of points x ∈ X such that a, b lie in different components of X \ {x}.
Theorem C. For every non-degenerate totally regular continuum X and every a, b ∈ X we can find a convex metric d = d X,a,b on X and Lipschitz surjections ϕ X,a,b : I → X, ψ X,a,b : X → I with the following properties:
J is a closed subinterval of I} is a dense system of subcontinua of X; (c) for every ̺ > 1 there are a constant L ̺ (depending only on ̺) and (̺, L ̺ )-LEL maps
Theorem D. Keeping the notation from Theorem C, for every ̺ > 1, every nondegenerate totally regular continua X, X ′ and every points a, b ∈ X, a
Moreover, f can be chosen to be the composition ϕ • ψ of two LEL-maps ψ : X → I and ϕ : I → X ′ .
In [1] it was shown that every non-degenerate finite-dimensional Peano continuum admits an exactly Devaney chaotic map and that every finite union of non-degenerate finite-dimensional Peano continua admits a Devaney chaotic map. Theorem D and Proposition B imply the following results which, on one hand, deal with smaller class of spaces, but on the other hand ensure finiteness of the entropy.
Corollary E. Every non-degenerate totally regular continuum admits an exactly Devaney chaotic map with finite positive entropy and specification.
Corollary F. Every finite union of non-degenerate totally regular continua admits a Devaney chaotic map with finite positive entropy.
In a subsequent paper we deal with the problem of determining the infima of entropies of transitive/exact/(exactly) Devaney chaotic maps on a given totally regular continuum and we show that under some conditions this infimum is zero. The constructions are heavily based on Theorems C and D. To illustrate usefulness of LEL maps let us sketch here an example which shows how easy is to construct a small entropy transitive system on the ω-star. Example 1. Let X be the ω-star with the branch point a and edges A i (i = 1, 2 . . . ); i.e. X = i A i and A i ∩ A j = {a} for every i = j. Take arbitrarily large k, put Y = i≥k A i and define a convex metric d on X in such a way that it coincides with d Y,a,a on Y and each of the sets A 1 , . . . , A k−1 has length 1. Fix ̺ > 1. By 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give an outline of the proofs of Theorems C and D. In Section 3 we recall all the needed definitions and facts. In Section 4 we prove some basic properties of LEL maps. The main part of the paper -Sections 5 and 6 -are devoted to the construction of LEL maps from the unit interval onto a given totally regular continuum and vice versa, see Proposition 25. Finally, in Section 7 we prove the main results of the paper, namely Theorems C, D and Corollaries E, F.
Outline of the proofs of Theorems C and D
Since the proofs of Theorems C and D consist of a series of lemmas and propositions, for reader's convenience we decided to summarize here the main steps of them. To increase readability we skip some technical details, hence the outline is only "informal" view of the proofs.
In Section 5, for a given totally regular continuum X, we construct a convex metric d and two Lipschitz-1 surjections g :
, where 0 < γ < Γ are constants not depending on J; see Lemma 24. The metric d and maps g, h are defined as follows.
• By [6] we can realize X as the inverse limit
of graphs X n with monotone surjective bonding maps f n : X n+1 → X n (n = 1, 2, . . . ), see (5.6). We may assume that for every n there is exactly one pointx n of X n having non-degenerate f n -preimageX n+1 = f
see (5.15) . Here the metric d 1 on X 1 is defined by Lemma 12 and (5.7), and the metrics d n on X n (n ≥ 2) are defined inductively in such a way that d n "coincides" with d n−1 on X n \X n and the length ofX n is "very small" when compared to the length of any edge of X n−1 , see (5.8)-(5.10).
• In Lemmas 13-15 we prove that d is a convex metric on X compatible with the topology and that
• In (5.18) we define g : [0, α] → X as the inverse-limit map
where g n : [0, α n ] → X n are natural parametrizations of appropriately chosen paths in X n ; see (5.11)-(5.14).
where a ∈ X is a point fixed in advance.
• In Lemma 24 we summarize the properties of d, g and h. Using the above described tools and results, Theorems C and D can already be easily proved (the proofs themselves can be found in Section 7).
Preliminaries
Here we briefly recall all the notions and results which will be needed in the rest of the paper. The terminology is taken mainly from [16, 19, 17, 12] .
If M is a set, its cardinality is denoted by #M . The cardinality of infinite countable sets is denoted by ℵ 0 . If M is a singleton set we often identify it with its only point. We write N for the set of positive integers {1, 2, 3, . . . }, R for the set of reals and I for the unit interval [0, 1] . By an interval we mean any nonempty connected subset of R (possibly degenerate to a point). For intervals J, J ′ we write
By a space we mean any nonempty metric space. A space is called degenerate provided it has only one point; otherwise it is called non-degenerate. If E is a subset of a space X = (X, d) we denote the closure, the interior and the boundary of E by E, int(E) and ∂E, respectively, and we write d(E) for the diameter of E. We say that two sets E, F ⊆ X are non-overlapping if they have disjoint interiors. For x ∈ X and r > 0 we denote the closed ball with the center x and radius r by B(x, r). If f is a map defined on X and C is a system of subsets of X we denote the system {f (C) : C ∈ C} by f (C).
A (discrete) dynamical system is a pair (X, f ) where X = (X, d) is a compact metric space and f : X → X is a continuous map. For n ∈ N we denote the
The topological entropy of a dynamical system (X, f ) is denoted by h(f ). We say that (X, f ) is (topologically) transitive if for every nonempty open sets U, V ⊆ X there is n ∈ N such that f n (U ) ∩ V = ∅. A system (X, f ) is (topologically) exact or locally eventually onto if for every nonempty open subset U of X there is n ∈ N such that f n (U ) = X. Further, (X, f ) is Devaney chaotic (exactly Devaney chaotic) provided X is infinite, f is transitive (exact) and has dense set of periodic points. Finally, a system (X, f ) is said to satisfy the specification property if for every ε > 0 there is m such that for every k ≥ 2, for every k points x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ X, for every integers
3.1. Continua. A continuum is a connected compact metric space. A cut point (or a separating point ) of a continuum X is any point x ∈ X such that X \ {x} is disconnected. A point x of a continuum X is called a local separating point of X if there is a connected neighborhood U of x such that U \ {x} is not connected. If a, b are points of X then any cut point of X such that a, b belong to different components of X \ {x} is said to separate a, b. The set of all such points is denoted by Cut(a, b) or Cut X (a, b). If a = b then obviously Cut(a, b) = ∅. Let X be a continuum, let x ∈ X and let m be a cardinal number. We say that the order of x is at most m, written ord X (x) ≤ m, provided X has a local basis of open neighborhoods of X the boundary of which has cardinality at most m. If m is the least such cardinal we write ord X (x) = m with one exception: if m = ℵ 0 and x has a basis of neighborhoods with finite boundary, we write ord X (x) = ω. If ord X (x) = ω or ord X (x) is finite we say that x has finite order and we write ord X (x) ≤ ω. The points of order 1 are called end points, the points of order 2 are called ordinary points and the points of order at least 3 are called branch points of X; the sets of all end, ordinary and branch points are denoted by E(X), O(X) and B(X), respectively.
Tightly connected with the order of a point is the following notion, see e.g. [21] . A point x of a continuum X is said to be of degree m, written deg X (x) = m, provided m is the least cardinal such that for every ε > 0 there exists an uncountable family of neighborhoods of x with diameters less than ε, each having the boundary of cardinality at most m and such that for any two neighborhoods U, V either U ⊆ V or V ⊆ U . Again if m = ℵ 0 and the neighborhoods can be chosen with finite boundary we write deg X (x) = ω instead of deg X (x) = ℵ 0 . We say that x has finite degree and write deg X (x) ≤ ω if the degree of x is either finite or ω. Trivially always ord X (x) ≤ deg X (x) but there are examples when ord X (x) < deg X (x); e.g. if X is the Sierpiński triangle then the order of every point x ∈ X is at most 4 and the degree is equal to the cardinality of the continuum [21] .
Let X be a continuum. A metric d on X is said to be convex provided for every distinct x, y ∈ X there is z ∈ X such that d(x, z) = d(z, y) = d(x, y)/2. By [4, Theorem 8] every locally connected continuum admits a compatible convex metric.
3.2.
Graphs. An arc A in X is any homeomorphic image of the unit interval I; the end points of A are the images of the points 0, 1. A simple closed curve is any homeomorphic image of the unit circle S 1 . By a graph we mean a continuum which can be written as the union of finitely many arcs which are either disjoint or intersect only at their end points. These arcs are called edges and their end points are called vertices of the graph. So we allow vertices of order 2 and thus the edges and vertices are not defined uniquely. Notice also that we do not allow simple closed curves to be edges of a graph. By a subgraph of a graph G we mean any non-degenerate subcontinuum H of G; so the vertices/edges of H need not be vertices/edges of G.
are edges of G with end points a j−1 , a j ; the number k will be called the length of the path π. A natural parametrization of a path
= a k and we can write J as the union J 1 ∪ J 2 ∪ · · · ∪ J k of nonoverlapping closed subintervals such that J 1 ≤ J 2 ≤ · · · ≤ J k and the restriction of κ| Jj : J j → E j is an isometry for every j = 1, . . . , k.
3.3.
Hausdorff one-dimensional measure and Lipschitz maps. For a Borel subset B of a metric space (X, d) the one-dimensional Hausdorff measure of B is defined by
We say that (X, d) has finite length if
If A ⊆ X is an arc then H 
′ ∈ X; the smallest such L is denoted by Lip(f ) and is called the
is Borel-measurable [12, p. 10] . We omit the proof of the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let X = (X, d) be a non-degenerate (totally regular) continuum of finite length and let ϕ : I → X be a Lipschitz surjection. Put
Then the following hold:
(1) C is a dense system of subcontinua of X; (2) for every ε > 0 the space X can be covered by some
3.4. Totally regular continua. By e.g. [16, 20] , a continuum X is called
• a dendrite if it is locally connected and contains no simple closed curve;
• a local dendrite if it is locally connected and contains at most finitely many simple closed curves; • completely regular if it contains no non-degenerate nowhere dense subcontinuum; • totally regular if for every x ∈ X and every countable set P ⊆ X there is a basis of neighborhoods of x with finite boundary not intersecting P ; • regular if every x ∈ X has a basis of neighborhoods with finite boundary, i.e. ord X (x) ≤ ω for every x; • hereditarily locally connected if every subcontinuum of X is locally connected; • rational if every x ∈ X has a basis of neighborhoods with countable boundary, i.e. ord X (x) ≤ ℵ 0 for every x; • a curve if it is one-dimensional.
Notice that (local) dendrites as well as completely regular continua are totally regular and (totally) regular continua are hereditarily locally connected, hence they are locally connected curves. Totally regular continua are also called continua of finite degree since they are just those continua X for which every point x has finite degree deg X (x) ≤ ω [8] . This and other conditions equivalent to total regularity are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 3. For a continuum X the following are equivalent:
) is a Lipschitz image of the unit interval; (5) X has a (convex) metric d such that for every x ∈ X and for almost every r > 0 the boundary of the closed ball B(x, r) is finite; (6) every non-degenerate subcontinuum of X contains uncountably many local separating points; (7) X is locally connected and for every disjoint closed sets E, F ⊆ X there are disjoint perfect sets N 1 , . . . , N k such that every subcontinuum of X intersecting both E and F contains some N i .
Proof. The equivalence of (1), (2), (3), (6) and (7) follows from [8] , [21] , [10] , [15] and [9] . Immediately (4) implies (3) and (5) 
where # * denotes the cardinality of a finite set and ∞ for infinite sets and * Y h dµ is the infimum of integrals Y g dµ as g runs over µ-measurable functions from
By [9] , if d is a metric on a totally regular continuum X with
A is an arc from x to y . 3.5. Monotone inverse limits. An inverse sequence is a sequence (X n , f n ) n∈N where X n is a compact metric space and f n : X n+1 → X n is a continuous map for every n ∈ N. The inverse limit of an inverse sequence (X n , f n ) n∈N is the subspace
X n given by
The maps f n are called bonding maps. For n ∈ N the projection from X ∞ onto the n-th coordinate will be denoted by π n : X ∞ → X n . From now on we will assume that every f n (and hence every π n ) is surjective. A fundamental result states that the inverse limit of continua is a continuum [19, Theorem 2.1]. Moreover, if the dimension of every X n is at most d then also dim X ∞ ≤ d [11, Theorem 1.13.4]. Hence the inverse limit of curves is a curve.
The special case important for us is when the bonding maps are monotone. (Recall that a continuous map f : X → Y is monotone if every preimage f −1 (y) is connected.) Then also every projection map π n is monotone [17 Theorem 4. Let X ∞ = lim ← − (X n , f n ) be the inverse limit of continua X n with surjective monotone bonding maps. If every X n is locally connected (totally regular, a dendrite) then also X ∞ is locally connected (totally regular, a dendrite).
It is often the case that a continuum X is homeomorphic to the inverse limit of some "simpler" continua X n . For example every continuum is the inverse limit of compact connected polyhedra [19 Theorem 5. Every locally connected curve (totally regular continuum, dendrite) is the monotone inverse limit of regular continua (graphs, trees).
Notice that for non-degenerate totally regular continua and for non-degenerate dendrites the bonding maps f n in the previous theorem can be chosen such that f −1 n (x) is non-degenerate for exactly one point x.
The following theorem gives us a way to define the so-called induced map between inverse limits, see e.g. [17, Theorems 2.1.46-48].
′ n ) n be inverse sequences and let g n : X n → X ′ n (n ∈ N) be continuous maps such that for every n the left-hand side diagram commutes:
Then there is a unique continuous map g ∞ = lim ← − g n : X ∞ → X ′ ∞ such that for every n the right-hand side diagram commutes. The map g ∞ is given by
Moreover, if every g n is surjective (injective) then g ∞ is surjective (injective).
Properties of length-expanding Lipschitz maps
Here we briefly state basic properties of the class of LEL maps. We start with the proof of Proposition B stated in the introduction.
Then f is exact and has finite positive entropy. Moreover, if f is the composition ϕ • ψ of some maps ψ : X → I and ϕ : I → X, then f has the specification property and so it is exactly Devaney chaotic.
Take any nonempty open subset U of X and fix some C ∈ C contained in U . Then f n (C) ∈ C for every n.
, which contradicts the fact that X = (X, d) has finite length. So f n (U ) ⊇ f n (C) = X for some n, which proves the exactness of f . Now assume that f = ϕ • ψ. Since f is exact, also the factor f ′ = ψ • ϕ : I → I of f is exact. Hence f ′ has the specification property by [5] . By [7, 21.4 ] also f , being a factor of f ′ , has the specification property. Finally, by [7, 21.3] , f has dense periodic points.
Recall that d I denotes the Euclidean metric on I and C I is the system of all non-degenerate closed subintervals of I. Note that the following lemma can be substantially generalized, but for our purposes this version is sufficient.
Lemma 7. Let k ≥ 3 and f k : I → I be the piecewise linear map fixing 0 and mapping every
Proof. Only length-expansiveness needs a proof. Take any non-degenerate closed subinterval
Take any C ∈ C and put
In this section we show that for a totally regular continuum X there are a compatible convex metric d and two Lipschitz surjections g :
, where 0 < γ < Γ are constants not depending on J (see Lemma 24).
We start with a simple property of convex metrics on locally connected continua. For a metric space X = (X, d) and a point a ∈ X put
Lemma 10. Let X = (X, d) be a locally connected continuum endowed with a convex metric d and let a ∈ X. Then
for any free arc A in X.
Proof. Let y, z be the end points of A. For distinct u, v ∈ A we will denote by uv the subarc of A with end points u, v. Let α be the length of A and let κ : [0, α] → A be the natural parametrization of A such that κ(0) = y and κ(α) = z.
Hence immediately |h a (A)| ≥ α/2. Now assume that a = y s for some s ∈ (0, α); without loss of generality we may assume that
. Then for every t ∈ [0, α], t = s the geodesic arc A t is either the subarc ay t of A or an arc containing both y and z. Hence
So also in this case we easily have |h a (A)| ≥ α/2. 5.1. Admissible maps on graphs. Let G be a graph with a metric d and let a, b be (not necessarily distinct) vertices of G. We say that a path π = aE j1 a 1 .
A map is called admissible if it is a restriction of a fully-admissible map onto a compact interval. Notice that any admissible map is finite-to-one and outside of a finite set (the set of points mapped to the vertices of G) is at most two-to-one. Moreover, admissible maps are Lipschitz-1 provided the metric d is convex. The following lemma can be easily proved by induction on the number of edges of G. Lemma 12. Let 0 < q < 1 and let G be a graph. Then there is a convex metric d on G such that for every admissible map κ : J → G and every vertex a of G it holds that
Proof. Fix any 0 < q < 1. Let G be a graph and let E 0 , . . . , E k be the edges of G.
Such a metric can be constructed as follows: We may assume that G is a subset of R 3 endowed with the Euclidean metric and that the (Euclidean) lengths of edges of G are finite and exponentially decreasing with quotient q. Then it suffices to take the convex metric on G generated by the Euclidean one. Let a be a vertex of G and let κ : J → G be an admissible map for (G, d); Y ∩ E j is non-degenerate and Y ⊇ E j (indeed, for any such j the edge E j must contain the κ-image of an end point of J in its interior). For simplicity we will assume that there are exactly two j's satisfying (5.3) -we denote them by j 1 , j 2 -and that there is an index j such that E j ⊆ Y ; the other cases can be described analogously. Let j 0 be the smallest index j such that E j ⊆ Y . Then using (5.2) we have
On the other hand, Lemma 10 gives
The simple fact that
c i for any non-negative c 1 , . . . , c p ,
. The final assertion of the lemma follows from the facts that Let 0 < q < 1, let X be a non-degenerate totally regular continuum and let a, b be two points of X. By [6] there is an inverse sequence (X n , f n ) n∈N of graphs X n with monotone surjective bonding maps f n : X n+1 → X n such that X is (homeomorphic to) the inverse limit
Without loss of generality we may assume that for every integer n ≥ 1 the following hold:
• there isx n ∈ X n such thatX n+1 = f
n (x) is a singleton for every x =x n ; •x n is a vertex of X n ; • every vertex ofX n+1 is a vertex of X n+1 ; moreover, every point of the boundary (in X n+1 ) ofX n+1 is a vertex of bothX n+1 and X n+1 ; so an edge ofX n+1 is also an edge of X n+1 ; • the f n -preimage of every vertex x =x n of X n is a vertex of X n+1 ; so the f n -image of any edge in X n+1 which is not an edge ofX n+1 is a free arc contained in an edge of X n .
Let π n : X → X n (n ∈ N) be the natural projections; put a n = π n (a), b n = π n (b). We may assume that a n , b n are vertices of X n and, if a = b, a 1 = b 1 (otherwise we remove finitely many of the first X n 's). Then a n = b n for every n provided a = b. Let d 1 be a convex metric on X 1 obtained using Lemma 12 such that Letd n be a convex metric onX n obtained from Lemma 12 such that
where p = #g
Denote by d n the only convex metric on X n such that for every edge E of X n and every two points x, y ∈ E the following holds:
Let s 1 < s 2 < · · · < s p be the points of I n−1 mapped by g n−1 tox n−1 . Write I n−1 as the union 
I.e. we write I n as the union of non-overlapping compact intervals (5.11)
and g n | Kj ≈ κ j for every i, j.
(Here we write f ≈ g for maps f, g defined on real intervals J, K if there is a constant s 0 such that J = K + s 0 and f (s + s 0 ) = g(s) for every s ∈ K.) By an "appropriate" specification of κ i -images of the end points of K ′ i we obtain that g n is continuous and that g n (0) = a n , g n (α n ) = b n . Notice that g n : I n → (X n , d n ) is a natural parametrization of some (not necessarily admissible) path in X n from a n to b n . (5.13) Let ̺ n−1 : I n → I n−1 be the piecewise linear continuous surjection with slopes 0 and 1 which collapses every K i into a point. For 1 ≤ k < n denote the composition ̺ k •̺ k+1 •· · ·•̺ n−1 by ̺ n,k : I n → I k ; for convenience put ̺ n,n = id In . Analogously define f n,k : X n → X k for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Notice that the following diagram commutes for every 1 ≤ k ≤ n:
After finishing the induction we obtain the metrics d n on X n and the maps g n : I n → X n . As in [6] define
(In Lemma 13 we will show that d is a convex metric on X.) Define also
The corresponding projection map from I ∞ onto I n (n ∈ N) will be denoted by π ′ n . It is easy to see that the map 
Since the diagrams in (5.14) commute, the surjective maps g n : I n → X n induce the continuous surjective map g = lim ← − {g n } : I ∞ → X between I ∞ = lim ← − (I n , ̺ n ) and X = lim ← − (X n , f n ) such that the following diagram commutes (5.17) Theorem 6) ; the map g is given by
Finally define h n : X n → R, h : X → R by
5.3. Properties of the metrics d n , d. Notice that (5.9) and the fact that everỹ X n is non-degenerate immediately give (5.20) µ n < q · µ n−1 for every n ≥ 2.
Since µ 1 ≤ 1 − q by (5.7) we have
Lemma 13. The map d is a convex metric on X compatible with the topology of X.
Proof. (See [6] .) Let n ≥ 2. From the definition (5.10) of the metrics d n we have that for every x, y ∈ X n ,
and that, for every free arc A in X n \ int(X n ), 
Hence d(x, y) is always finite. Since trivially d is symmetric, satisfies the triangle inequality and d(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y, d defines a metric on X.
To prove that the metric d is compatible with the topology of X it suffices to show that any sequence (x (k) ) k converges to x in (X, d) if and only if (π n x (k) ) k converges to π n x in (X n , d n ) for every n. The implication from the left to the right is trivial. Assume that lim k d n (x (k) n , x n ) = 0 for every n, where x (k) n = π n x (k) and x n = π n x. By (5.24) we have for every n lim sup
Since q < 1 we have that lim sup k d(x (k) , x) = 0. Now it suffices to show that d is convex. Let x = (x n ) n , y = (y n ) n ∈ X. For every n the metric d n is convex so there is a point z n ∈ X n such that
Using (5.24) and taking the limit k → ∞ and we obtain d(x, z) ≤ The inequalities (5.24) immediately imply that for the diameters of a subset B of X and its projections B n = π n (B) (n ∈ N) it holds that
In Lemma 15 we show a relation between the Hausdorff one-dimensional measure of a subset of X and of its projections. To this end we need the following refinement of (5.25) for the special case when B is a subcontinuum of X.
Lemma 14. Let Y be a subcontinuum of X and let n ∈ N. Put Y n = π n (Y ) and for every integer
Proof. For m > n let N m,n be the set of all integers k ∈ {n, n + 1, . . . , m − 1} such thatỹ k ∈ Y n . By the definition (5.15) of d it suffices to show that for every m > n
We prove this by induction through m − n. Assume first that m − n = 1; then N m,n is either the singleton {n} or an empty set according to whetherỹ n =x n either belongs to Y n or not. In the latter caseỹ n =x n ∈ Y n ; since Y n+1 is a subgraph of X n+1 , (5.23) and convexness of
Hence (5.26) is true for any m, n such that m − n = 1. Now assume that for some p ≥ 1 (5.26) is true whenever m − n ≤ p; let m, n be such that m − n = p + 1. By the induction hypothesis
Lemma 15. Let B ⊆ X be a closed set and let B n = π n (B) ⊆ X n for every n ∈ N.
We start with the case B = X. To this end take any δ > 0 and arbitrary n such that q n < δ/2. Write X n as the union 
this is a subcontinuum of X since π n is monotone.
Since for every k ≥ n there is just one i such thatỹ k ∈ Y i , Lemma 14 gives
Since this is true for every sufficiently large n we have
. Now let B be an arbitrary closed subset of X and let ε > 0. Take n ∈ N such that H
Since ε > 0 was arbitrary (5.28) follows. The following lemma describes the basic properties of the inverse limit space (5.16) ). The fact that I ∞ is an arc follows from general results. Indeed, I ∞ is a locally connected continuum since I n 's are such and the bonding maps ̺ n are monotone (see Theorem 4). Moreover, I ∞ is hereditarily unicoherent since every I n is such [17, 2.1.26]. So I ∞ is a dendrite. Since I ∞ , being an arc-like continuum, does not contain a triod [17, 2.1.41], it must be an arc. In our simple case, however, we can easily prove this fact "from scratch".
Lemma 16. Put α = sup n α n = lim n α n (recall that α n is the length of I n = [0, α n ]). Then α < ∞ and the following hold:
(a) d ′ is a metric on I ∞ compatible with the topology;
is an isometry; (e) for every subcontinuum J of I ∞ it holds that
where
Proof. Since α n ≤ α n−1 + 2p · H 1 dn (X n ) < α n−1 + q · µ n−1 by (5.9), the finiteness of α follows immediately from (5.20) . The assertion (a) can be proved similarly as the fact that d is a compatible metric on X (see Lemma 13) . The assertion (b) follows from (5.16) and the fact that every ̺ n :
, we only need to show (d). First realize that every s = (s n ) n∈N ∈ I ∞ is a non-decreasing sequence (in fact, every ̺ n is Lipschitz-1 and ̺ n (0) = 0) bounded from above by α, hence η(s) is well defined. Continuity of η is trivial. Since η(0, 0, . . . ) = 0 and η(α 1 , α 2 , . . . ) = α, η is surjective. It remains to show that η is an isometry. But this is trivial by (b): for any s = (s n ) n , s
The proof is finished.
Properties of the maps g
In what follows we prove that the lengths of g n -images and h n • g n images of any closed interval J ⊆ I n are bounded from below by some constant multiple of the length of J, where the constant does not depend on n, J. Till the end of this subsection fix n ∈ N.
Lemma 17. Let J ⊆ I n be a compact interval and let
Proof. By the assumption we can write J = J (0) ∪J (1) and Y = Y (0) ∪Y (1) such that J (0) , J (1) are non-overlapping compact intervals and, for i = 0, 1,
is a free arc and g n | J (i) :
give the assertions of the lemma.
Lemma 18. Let J ⊆ I n be a compact interval and let
Assume that Y contains at least two vertices of X n and that Y ′ = f n−1 (Y ) contains at most one vertex of X n−1 . Then
If Y ∩X n is empty or degenerate we can proceed as in the proof of the previous lemma, since under this assumption
contains at most one vertex of X n−1 , it is either degenerate or can be written as the union of two free arcs. Using the fact that just one point (namely the pointx n−1 ) has non-degenerate f n−1 -preimage, we have that J and Y can be written as the non-overlapping unions
where (for i = 0, 1)
• Y i is either a degenerate subset of X n or a free arc in X n \ int(X n );
(Notice that it can happen that Y i 's contain more than one vertex of X n ; however, every vertex contained in the interior of Y i has order 2, so g n "goes-through" it, see the definition of an admissible path.)
Now the first inequality of Lemma 18 follows since
To show the second inequality it suffices to use (5.5) and the fact that either one of J 0 , J 1 is degenerate orỸ =X n and, in the latter case, |L| ≥ Lemma 19. Let J n ⊆ I n be a compact interval and let
Let m be such that Y m contains at least two vertices of X m . Then
Proof. If m = n there is nothing to prove; hence we may assume that m ≤ n−1. The first and the third inequalities are immediate consequences of the fact that ̺ n,m and f n,m are Lipschitz-1. By the definition of ̺ n we have that
where the intervals K 1 , . . . , K p are such that every restriction g n | Ki : K i →X n is a fully-admissible map, see (5.11) and (5.12). The simple estimate
Repeating the previous arguments with n replaced by n − 1, n − 2, . . . , m + 1 gives that It remains to show the fifth inequality. Let
so |L n | > |L n−1 | − q · µ n−1 . Continue in this fashion to obtain
Since Y m contains an edge E of X m , Lemma 10 gives that
Combining Lemmas 17-19 gives the following estimates.
Lemma 20. The map g n : I n → (X n , d n ) is a Lipschitz-1 surjection. Moreover, for every compact interval J ⊆ I n and for
Proof. The fact that g n is a Lipschitz-1 surjection is an immediate consequence of (5.13). To prove the second part of the assertion take any non-degenerate compact interval J ⊆ I n and put 
The desired inequalities follow.
Properties of the maps g, h.
Recall that g :
Proof. By the definitions of d, d
′ and the fact that the maps g n are Lipschitz-1 we have that for every s = (
So g is Lipschitz-1. The surjectivity of g follows from the surjectivity of the maps g n by Theorem 6.
Lemma 22. Let J be a subcontinuum of I ∞ and let
Proof. For every n put 
so (5.24) immediately gives (5.29).
5.6. Summarization. Here we prove Lemma 24, which is the main result of Section 5. We start with some simple observations concerning cut points.
Lemma 23. Let X = lim ← − (X n , f n ) be the monotone inverse limit of continua and let π n : X → X n (n ∈ N) be the natural projections. Take any two points x, y ∈ X and put x n = π n (x), y n = π n (y) (n ∈ N). Then (a) π n Cut X (x, y) ⊆ Cut Xn (x n , y n ) for every n ∈ N; (b) if Cut X (x, y) is uncountable then Cut Xn (x n , y n ) is uncountable for every sufficiently large n; (c) if Cut X (x, y) is countable and X is rational then every Cut Xn (x n , y n ) is countable.
Proof. Put C = Cut X (x, y) and C n = Cut Xn (x n , y n ) for n ∈ N.
(a) If z ∈ X is such that z n = π n z ∈ C n then there is a connected subset D n of X n \ {z n } containing both x n , y n . Then D = π −1 n (D n ) is a connected subset of X \ {z} containing both x, y, hence z ∈ C.
(b) Assume that C is uncountable. For every z = z ′ from X there is n z,z ′ ∈ N such that π n z = π n z ′ for every n ≥ n z,z ′ . Since C is uncountable there is n 0 such that n z,z ′ = n 0 for uncountably many pairs of distinct points z, z ′ from C. Hence, by (a), C n ⊇ π n C is uncountable for every n ≥ n 0 .
(c) If C n is uncountable for some n then D = π −1 n (C n ) has uncountably many components and every component of D separates x, y. Since X is rational, only countably many components of D are non-degenerate (see [16, Theorem 51 .IV.5]) and so uncountably many components of D are singletons. Thus uncountably many points of D separate x, y, i.e. C is uncountable.
Lemma 24. There are constants 0 < γ < Γ such that for any δ > 0 the following hold: For any non-degenerate totally regular continuum X and any two points a, b of X there are a compatible convex metric d on X and maps g : [0, α] → X, h : X → [0, β] with the following properties:
Moreover, if Cut(a, b) is uncountable then a metric d and maps g, h can be chosen such that also:
Proof. Let 0 < γ < , κ = g n and a = a n gives that
Thus, by Lemmas 16 and 15,
Now assume that a, b are such that the set Cut(a, b) of points which separate them is uncountable (hence a = b). By Lemma 23 for every sufficiently large n the set Cut Xn (a n , b n ) of points in X n separating a n , b n is uncountable; without loss of generality we may assume that Cut X1 (a 1 , b 1 ) is uncountable. Hence there is a free arc A in X 1 such that X 1 \ int(A) has exactly two components, one of which contains a 1 and the other one contains b 1 . We may assume (adding two vertices of order 2 if necessary) that A is an edge of X 1 . We modify the construction of the metric d 1 on X 1 such that the longest edge is E 0 = A (see the proof of Lemma 12). Then
. Lemma 15 and (5.23), (5.9), (5.8) give
So, by (5.24),
To obtain also (e) we must replace h bỹ 
Hence the proof is finished.
Length-expanding Lipschitz maps from/to the interval
The following proposition provides the key tool for constructing LEL maps. Basically it is just a reformulation of Lemma 24.
Proposition 25. There are constants 0 < γ < Γ and L > 1 such that the following hold: For every non-degenerate totally regular continuum X and every two points a, b ∈ X there are a compatible convex metric d on X and maps ϕ : I → X, ψ : X → I with the following properties:
(a) ϕ(0) = a, ϕ(1) = b and ψ(a) = 0;
Moreover, if Cut(a, b) is uncountable then for any δ > 0 a metric d and maps ϕ, ψ can be chosen such that it also holds:
Proof. Take any L > 2 and let 0 < γ < Γ be constants from Lemma 24. Fix a non-degenerate totally regular continuum X, a pair a, b ∈ X and a positive real δ; we may assume that 2/(1 − 2δ) < L. We give the proof only in the case when Cut(a, b) is uncountable; the other case can be described analogously. Letd be a convex metric on X and g :
where c = H Proof. Fix arbitrary a, b ∈ X; let d, ϕ, ψ be as in Proposition 25. Put C = ϕ(C I ); this is a dense system by Lemma 2. Let f k be the map from Lemma 7, where k ≥ 3 is such that ̺ = γk/2 > 1. Then the mapφ = ϕ • f k : I → X is (̺, kL)-LEL. Analogously, if k ′ ≥ 3 is such that
Notice that from the proofs of Lemma 24 and Proposition 25 we can see that to fulfill only the conditions (a)-(d) we can find d, ϕ, ψ such that ψ(x) = c · d(a, x) for every x ∈ X, where c is a constant. One can also see that any constants 0 < γ < 1 2 , Γ > 24 and L > 2 are suitable in Proposition 25. Derivation of the "best" values for γ, Γ and L is out of the scope of this paper. However, we can at least say that L and the ratio Γ/γ cannot be arbitrarily close to 1. In fact, if X is the 3-star then easy arguments show that we must have Γ/γ ≥ 3. Further, if X = (X, d) is a simple closed curve of length 1 then, for any ψ : X → I from Proposition 25, we can write X as the union A ∪ B of two non-overlapping arcs such that ψ(A) = ψ(B) = I; so L ≥ Lip(ψ) ≥ 2.
The following example shows that in the second part of Proposition 25 one cannot replace the assumption Cut(a, b) is uncountable by Cut(a, b) is infinite.
Example 27. Take an integer p ≥ 3, put a = (−1, 0), b = (1, 0), a 0 = (0, 0), a k = (1 − 2 −k , 0), a −k = −a k (k ∈ N) and define a continuum X p ⊆ R 2 by
where every G k (k ∈ Z) is a graph with exactly two vertices a k−1 , a k , these vertices have order p (in G k ) and G k ∩ G l is empty for l > k + 1 and is equal to {a k } for l = k + 1; see Figure 2 for p = 3. In this case a, b are end points of X p (so Cut(a, b) is infinite), but neither (e) nor (f) can be fulfilled for small δ. 
Proofs of the main results
Now we are ready to prove the main results of the paper stated in the introduction. For convenience we repeat the statements of them.
Theorem C. For every non-degenerate totally regular continuum X and every a, b ∈ X we can find a convex metric d = d X,a,b on X and Lipschitz surjections ϕ X,a,b : I → X, ψ X,a,b : X → I with the following properties: Proof. The theorem follows from Theorem C and Lemma 9.
